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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

Dear Berkeley County Schools Community,

We often hear how public education needs to change. This year we
experienced a change in learning causing us to see teaching and
learning through a different lens. To capture the learning that took
place, our students participated in standardized testing; however,
more emphasis was placed on the social and emotional well-being of
our children and our school community. Consequently, the idea and
concept of the whole child and experiential learning gained a stronger
foothold for what we know, need, and desire student learning to look
like next year and into the future.
Learning occurred and brought many different experiences for
students. It looked different than past experiences but our need to take
alternative paths led us to improve how students learn. Our thinking
about learning shifted. The experiences of the last year became one of
our biggest lessons. Ultimately, how we learned and what we learned
will benefit us all.
Some things we learned this year need to be mentioned:
• Social and emotional connections that are part of coming to school
and learning became even more important throughout the year
• Food and nutrition were an important priority
• Understanding pandemics like the Spanish Flu and how viruses can
be transmitted is an important part of moving forward
• Team BCS caring staff made extra effort to connect with youth and
families through calls and home visits
• As educators and professionals, we can learn, do things differently
and in the long run see better results

Ultimately, our goal as educators, professionals, parents,
grandparents, and caregivers is to prepare our children for their
future. Education takes an investment in nurturing and supporting
each individual child to achieve academic, physical, emotional, and
social progress. The learning that occurred this year will remain in
our memory for a lifetime and may even be the catalyst to prepare all
students to lead a more successful and enjoyable life.

“

“

The annual report captures work, activities, experiences, and
achievements we accomplished collectively. Reflecting on the year,
this report highlights the importance of collaboration and integration
of services -- a formula for us to continue offering opportunities for
students to learn. This past year brought changes we could not plan
for nor predict. Through our willingness and ability to work together,
we proactively addressed concerns, solved problems, and remained
focused on the health and well-being of our students, staff, and
families.

In life, we can learn the most about others
and ourselves through the emotional
connections we make and the positive
relationships we form - all part of learning
and personal growth.

I am thankful for the flexibility and the contributions you provided.
There were many rewards and notes of appreciation. Once we
returned to school, a student was over heard saying how happy he
was to be back in school and he would never take for granted what
school offers him – seeing his friends and developing relationships
with his teachers and coaches. This statement resonated with me and
reminded of how important connections are for our children.
This year student learning was at times disrupted, varied in the
range and levels of engagement, and resulted in everyone learning
in different ways and environments. Through these experiences,
students, teachers, staff, and families remained flexible, were able to
adapt and re-adjusted. Once again, I want to thank you for your open
mindedness and your positive attitude that helped us endure.

Dr. Patrick K. Murphy
Superintendent
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OUR
VISION
We inspire and empower ALL
learners, preparing them for

lopportunities
i m i t l e ss

We provide a safe, inclusive,
and adaptive learning environment with

multiple pathways to success
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OURMISSION

OUR CORE BELIEFS
COMMUNITY IMPACT
Our schools and community are reflections of one another. Fostering civic-responsibility, community
participation, and giving back creates a positive impact for students as well as the broader community.

HIGH
EXPECTATIONS
All students engage
in a meaningful
education aligned with
their passions and the
necessary supports to
achieve their goals.

STUDENT
WELL-BEING
Learning is optimized
when all students are
valued and their social,
emotional, physical, and
academic needs are met.

EQUITY
Embracing the diversity
and differing perspectives
of our students, families,
and community; building
inclusive environments;
and ensuring resources
are allocated according to
needs, makes us stronger.

COLLABORATION
Mutual partnerships driven by
transparency, communication,
and integrity support students’
social, emotional, and
academic growth.

EMPOWERING
ALL STAFF
Shared decision-making
and accountability
ensures we are
responsive and able to
collaboratively adapt to
changing needs.

DISTRICT BY THE NUMBERS
$230.5
mill
operation budget

19,254

23,000
avg meals
served daily

students enrolled

98%
graduation rate

June
2021

$12.8mill
in earned scholarships

32
educational sites

62+
business partners

3,000
professional & service staff
FT/PT

46+
languages spoken
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by families/staff

20,902
1:1 student & staff
devices

121
National Board

Certified Teachers

our schools
Elementary Schools
Back Creek Valley
Bedington
Berkeley Heights
Bunker Hill
Burke Street
Gerrardstown
Hedgesville
Inwood Primary
Marlowe
Opequon
Rosemont
Spring Mills Primary
Tuscarora
Valley View
Winchester Avenue

Intermediate Schools
Eagle School
Mill Creek
Mountain Ridge
Orchard View
Potomack
Tomahawk

Middle Schools
Hedgesville
Martinsburg North
Martinsburg South
Mountain Ridge
Musselman
Spring Mills

High Schools
Hedgesville
Martinsburg
Musselman
Spring Mills

Special Programs
James Rumsey Technical Center
Pikeside Learning Center
Adult & Community Ed Learning Center
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introduction

TEACHING & LEARNING DURING THE COVID
PANDEMIC: As the 2020-2021 school year
approached, BCS had been operating under the
COVID-19 pandemic protocols for five months.
Plans were being made to open school in August
with modifications. However, by direction of
Governor Justice, the opening of the school
year was pushed to September 8th. BCS would
be opening school with multiple educational
paths, Brick, Click, and WV Virtual School, from
which families and students could choose. On
September 8th Brick students would return to the
classroom while those electing Click would learn
from home with a BCS teacher leading instruction.
WV Virtual School, an asynchronous learning
model with teacher oversight, was offered as well.

A statewide color-coded map was issued under
the direction of Governor Justice and WVDHHR.
School operations were predicated upon the
county color on the statewide map. This map was
coded based upon community infection rate and
would indicate when students could or could not
learn from the Brick environment thus shifting
instruction to fully remote for all Brick and Click
students. In addition to guiding instruction, the
color-coded map also guided the arts, athletics,
and co-curricular events.
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ONSE

RESP

From the opening of school through Winter Break, BCS
students experienced 2 weeks of gold, 4 weeks of orange
and 3 weeks of red. The orange and red designations moved
the district to full remote learning. School families received
notification from our communications office for each status
change. Like champions, when a change in the status of school
would occur, students and staff transitioned seamlessly into the
learning environment of the week.

35%
Click

65%
Brick

introduction cont.

Child Nutrition teams continued to offer meals for all
students regardless of instructional pathway. Transporation
supported the nutritional efforts delivering meals when
needed. Social emotional supports were in high gear with
school counselors, social and attendance workers making
many home visits and contacts.
By direction of Governor Justice, several weeks of fully
remote instruction followed winter break. BCS then
transitioned to several weeks of blended instruction and by
mid-February, Brick & Click resumed 5 days per week.
At this same time, BCS began administering COVID-19
vaccines to BCS staff, BCS students, and BCS staff and
student families. Schools continued to communicate with
their communities when positive cases or contacts were
identified, and following Spring Break, we began academic
testing and end of the year activities such as awards
ceremonies, field days, proms, and graduations.
What a great week it was to watch and participate in both
semi-traditional and non-traditional forms of graduations.
Our students have been determined and resilient. Our
staff dedicated and driven. Collectively, they are education
superheroes! They accepted the challenge and got the job
done. Congratulations to all 19,254 students and 3000+
staff. You have made all of us proud.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

GOAL 1: All students will perform at or above grade level or grow by more than one year in reading
and mathematics. BCS will eliminate opportunity gaps so all students achieve excellence.

EXPANDED COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES FOR BCS STUDENTS: Opportunities were expanded
for students to receive college credit while still in high school and receive dual
credit for those courses through partnerships developed with Blue Ridge Community and
Technical College, now with 14 Jumpstart programs, Shepherd University with three courses
offered and WVU ACCESS now offering four dual credit courses. Discounted college tuition may
be offered at each institution.

303

students completed, dual
enrollment, AP and/or
college-level courses

NEW AND UNCERTIFIED MATHEMATICS EDUCATOR COHORT FOR SUPPORT: Established
a professional learning community of current and retired mathematics educators to mentor and
build capacity of our secondary and newly certified mathematic teachers. Twenty educators
participated in the cohort designed to build capacity, retain newly-certified teachers and build
a professional learning community. All certified teachers within this cohort plan to remain with
BCS. Additionally, one teacher completed her Teacher in Residence program and obtained
certification.
INCREASING MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT FOR ALL STUDENTS: To increase student
math achievement, professional development with Math Recovery was implemented for
county math coaches and Title 1 Math Interventionists focusing on educator development,
student assessment, and instructional strategies. County math coaches are also working
toward the Math Recovery Specialist designation allowing them to train all BCS PreK - 8
teachers in the Math Recovery program.
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22

staff members trained
in Math Recovery

PROMISE scholars

21

132

college credit, courses or
programs available to students

173
CTE completers

students enrolled
in JumpStart

1,354

Class of 2021 Graduates

4.5%
joining a branch

26%
entering

66.5%
post-secondary

of the military

the
workforce

“

“

340

The information we gather from assessing students
in Math Recovery really pinpoints the skills the
students have mastered and the skills that need
more support. Math Recovery courses are some of
the best professional development I’ve taken.
- L. Painter, Teacher grades 3 - 5

SAT Avg Scores
WV

929

US

1009

BCS

937

ACT Avg Scores
WV

20.8*

US

20.7*

BCS

20.3
*Preliminary data available as of June 2021

3%
undeclared

401

summa

169 211

magna

cum
laude

STAR TESTING
Math 1+
Growth yr

Reading .5+
Growth yr
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75.2%

3,558
(18.5%)
students receive
Special Education
services

3,852+

hours of Tall Tal (Tal Thompson) virtual professional
development sessions, including administrators,
special/general education teachers, aides,
guidance counselors and special education
support staff
ADOPTION OF ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS
MATERIALS IN ALIGNMENT WITH THE BCS LITERACY
MODEL: Using a process that involved educator review,
input, and selection, ELA materials were adopted that
include features such as leveled bookroom for the
differentiated learner, and availability of digital and
print copies for both teachers and students. The ELA
sections selected also include rigorous, culturally-relevant
curriculums, thematic units, novel studies, and teacher
centered units with various levels of assessment.
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special education students who after
1 year are employed or in a post
secondary program
SPECIAL EDUCATION ANNUAL DESK AUDIT
SHOWS POSITIVE TRENDS: Trend data revealed
growth toward goals set by the West Virginia
Department of Education. When comparing 2021
to 2016, data shows positive improvement and
growth indices were met in all 8 categories. Youth
with an IEP graduating from high school was the
highest it has been in 5 years with the expulsion
rate of greater than 10 days being the lowest in
the past 5 years.

INCREASED PARTICIPATION IN VIRTUAL SCHOOL &
OUTSIDE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM: Utilizing
the WV Virtual School online format, BCS provided virtual
school to over 200 students, an increase of 3 times (224%)
from previous years primarily driven by pandemic concerns.
With weekly progress updates and informational newsletters,
staff stayed in contact with students and families. Over 40% of
student enrollment was elementary, 34% middle and 25% high
school. In anticipation of additional growth in this alternative
educational setting for SY 21-22, a virtual school department
of BCS educators is being created. Participation in the Outside
School Environment (OSE) program and parent consent
referrals nearly doubled with the program assisting 257+
at-risk seniors. One-to-one instruction or use of GradPoint
kept these students engaged in learning to move forward to
graduation.

69,828

224%
increase in virtual

school attendance

PURCHASE AND DISTRIBUTION OF DEVCES
AND INTERNET ACCESS: The Technology
Department acted quickly in July 2020 to make an
initial purchase of 6,900 student and staff devices so
that all students and staff including teachers, aides,
counselors, nurses, social workers, psychologists,
and SLP’s could begin the school year with both a
device and internet access tool, if it was needed.
In addition to devices, the initial purchase included
1,600 hot spots, cases and warranties for all iPads,
warranties for MacBooks and 300 Apple Pencils and
smart keyboards.

SafeSchools staff training
sessions completed

2,817
students enrolled
in a CTE class

6,900

new devices
brought online
in 2.5 months

1,600
hotspots distributed to
students & staff
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LITERACY ACTION PLAN: BCS
seeks to ensure students are engaged in meaningful, thoughtprovoking literacy experiences. This action plan is intended to
follow a continuous improvement cycle in which updates will be
made as we create further plans, implement the action steps,
study the results, and revise accordingly. The core elements of the
literacy action plan are in alignment with the BCS strategic plan
with students performing at or above grade level or making more
than one year’s growth in reading.
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29

teachers, academic coaches and administrators
strategizing to develop BCS Literacy Model

93%

achieved mastery
in math skills

97%
achieved mastery
in literacy skills

based on Early Learning Rating Scale (ELRS) and the
Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening (PALS)
assessments

PRE-K STUDENTS THRIVE IN BRICK & CLICK
PATHWAYS: During the 2020-21 school year
Pre-K families and staff received one-to-one iPad
devices to provide virtual instruction in addition
to in-person instruction to achieve established
Pre-K skills. Of the 756 enrolled students, 185
students and families chose the Click option for
learning. With 76% in person Brick learning, and
24% online Click learning, family communication
through Teams and teacher apps was extremely
important for consistency and seamless transition
from Brick to remote options.
With daily dependable communication and
instruction occurring, Pre-K students achieved
above the academic goal of 80% mastery in Math
and Literacy skills. On the May 2021 assessment
of Pre-K students, using the Early Learning Rating
Scale (ELRS) and the Phonological Awareness
Literacy Screening (PALS), the students achieved
93% mastery in Math skills and 97% mastery in
Literacy skills.

“

My son is definitely very blessed to have such
caring, loving, and professional Pre-K teachers
working with him. Every one of you give your
best in every aspect needed in order to assure
your students have the same opportunity to
learn and to be exposed to new and fun ways
of learning. As parents, we appreciate all
your effort put into every class with the only
purpose of delivering the best experience and
knowledge for your students. He is showing
progress in many areas because he is happily
engaged and enjoying every class with you.
-C. Perales, Pre-K parent

“

Pre-K

68
Pre-K classrooms
across the district
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equity & inclusion
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EQUITY & INCLUSION PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT & AWARENESS INITIATIVES: A
5-session Black History month virtual lecture series
focusing on the achievements of African American
STEAM experts and authority experts. The sessions
were co-hosted with a neighboring school district
and attracted 326 participants including students,
educators and community members.

6

aspiring leaders hired
into administrative
positions

ASPRIRING LEADERS OFFERED FOR BCS STAFF SEEKING DISTRICT LEADERSHIP ROLES: Thirteen professional
staff members with an interest in future district leadership roles participated in the second class of Aspiring Leaders were
offered. Last year, 24 staff particpated in the inaugural offering of the Aspiring Leaders program. The two-part program
is a study of leadership, skills and abilities to prepare for leadership roles in the district. Included in part one was panel
discussions with current administrators, resume review, and mock interviews. Aspiring Leaders II: The Business Side of
Leading in P-12 education was offered virtually and is designed to provide participants with information from various
departments pertinent to their roles as future leaders in the district. Added to this second session was an equine-based
leadership program focused on strength-based leadership. The session occurred at the Horses with Hearts, Inc. facilities
just outside of Martinsburg.

tutoring & tech

TUTORING AND TECHNOLOGY HELP DESKS PROVIDED FOR STUDENT SUPPORT:
BCS offered virtual tutoring for Brick and Click students in grades K-12 in the areas of
Math, ELA, Science and Social Studies each week, Monday – Thursday from 5 – 7 p.m.
Twenty-eight BCS teachers and 7 high school students received approximately 1,200
requests for tutoring and 150 students were tutored on a weekly basis. The Technology
Help Desk was offered at the same times. Those requesting assistance for tutoring or
technology could register from the district website and staff would assist on demand or
provide appointed times/mentors for assistance.

1,200

1-time tutoring
requests fullfilled by
7 HS students & 28
BCS staff; 150 students
supported weekly

1,800
technology requests

fullfilled by 10 staff via
help desk
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HEALTH & WELL-BEING

GOAL 2: BCS will create and maintain safe learning environments that promote excellent academic achievement. BCS

will nurture all students’ intellectual, physical, mental, and social-emotional growth in healthy, safe and supportive learning
environments.

FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM EXPANDED:
Farm to School is a statewide initiative aimed
at including local fresh fruits and vegetables to
students in local school systems by working with
local producers. Through ten months, $402,805.86
was purchased through local markets and farmers.
MEAL PREPARATION & DELIVERY UNDER
COVID-19 PROTOCOLS: Child Nutrition met
the demand of offering meal service to students
in multiple learning environments during the
COVID-19 pandemic school year. Multi-day food
kits, with a hot meal included, were provided
at curbside each Monday at a minimum of 4
locations, often seven locations. Meals were also
delivered by bus and vans to those unable to
secure transportation to food sites. For the brick
students, meals were delivered to the classroom
while following established safety protocols. In
total over 2,399,535 meals were provided during
this 10 month period, July 1-April 30.
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15%
of BCS produce
sourced locally

ENSURED ACCESS TO NUTRITIOUS MEALS
FOR ALL STUDENTS: Recognizing that a pandemic could create food insecurities, Child Nutrition and BCS Transportation worked in conjunction with EPIC van services to ensure that all
students in need had access to nutritious meals.
This service included delivery of meals either by
bus or van to households expressing need.

62,727

ONSE

RESP

meal delivery miles traveled

81%
of students
participated in the
school meal program

2,399,535

meals provided in 10 months

ONSE

RESP

ONSE

RESP

10,000+
home visits made by
Attendance staff during
2020-21 school year

62.8%
students received

1,750
519
806

staff vaccines administered

free and reducedprice meals

ONSE

RESP

SE

ON
RESP

17

COVID clinics hosted
January - June 2021

student vaccines administered

staff family member vaccines administered

ATTENDANCE WORKERS SHIFT FOCUS DUE TO COVID: With parents/caregivers having additional instructional options
of Brick, Click and virtual school, attendance staff interacted with families to help them meet needs across all educational
pathways that varied from delivery of technology, assistance with learning various platforms used at school, completing
schoolwork, and assisting at Covid vaccine clinics and curbside meal delivery. During home visits, staff were able to follow
COVID protocols resulting in zero staff member quarantines.
COVID-19 CONTACT TRACING & VACCINE CLINICS: With continuous collaboration with the Berkeley-Morgan County
Board of Health, BCS pupil services, nurses, guided efforts to stay informed with COVID-19 compliance and protocols,
documentation, and communication to those who tested positive or were contacts of positive individuals. Upon FDA approval,
pupil services coordinated and organized two-dose vaccine clinics for staff, staff families, students, and student’s family
members.
Pg 19
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE, SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
& MENTAL HEALTH GRANTS SECURED
FOR STUDENTS: Two grants in the combined
amount of $145,116 were written and awarded
to address social-emotional, mental health, and
substance abuse prevention. The Substance
Misuse Prevention Program FY21 ($80,056.60)
and ReClaim WV Funding FY21 ($65,059.40),
will provide additional prevention resources for
school counselors and school social workers such
as the evidenced-based Second Step Program
in 28 BCS schools (primary, intermediate, and
middle). The Reclaim WV Funding FY21 was
used to purchase and facilitate the evidencedbased Too Good for Drugs Program and AntiViolence Expansion Kits for all K-12 schools.

398

students supported through
McKinney-Vento services

THE MARTINSBURG INITIATIVE SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT: The Martinsburg Initiative (TMI) conducted professional
and community learning opportunities designed to strengthen the overall
development of students by supporting their social emotional growth.
TMI staff conducted 33 trainings, reaching a total of 414 participants.
Pre- and Post- tests were administered for each training to determine
the percent of change in knowledge and to provide information that will
guide TMI’s future decisions. Each training indicated educators increasing
their knowledge from Pre- to Post- tests, which fulfilled TMI’s objective
of 50% increase in knowledge. The increases based on trainings included:
Frameworks that Foster Resilience (660% change), Nurtured Heart
sessions (43-488% change), Trauma Sensitive 101 (199 and 1238% change),
Trauma Sensitive 102 (72% change), Secondary Traumatic Stress (1% and
22% change), and Strategies for De-escalation (26% and 7% change).

1458

responses to a 6-question
needs assessment

MULTI-CULTURAL EDUCATORS’ ASSOCIATION
ASSESSMENT: In collaboration with Shepherd
University, Nikki Landerkin, North Middle
School Teacher/MCEA Co-Chairperson, created,
disseminated, and analyzed a six question,
semi-structured needs-assessment to all school
administrators, classroom teachers, school
counselors and school social workers. The
assessment was to gauge racial perspectives,
climate, needed resources or workshops and
suggestions for moving forward in equity
initiatives.
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

GOAL 3: Efficient and effective operations will allow BCS to maintain its focus on student learning. BCS will strengthen
and improve system-wide operations to meet the needs of the district’s growing and changing community.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES AND SAFETY TRAININGS FOR CUSTODIANS: Maintaining comfortable, clean and
functional classroom spaces enhance the educational process. A goal of the maintenance and facilities department is
to complete work orders within 24 hours of receipt, so that educational spaces are ready for instruction. The number
of work orders in the first quarter outpaced the second and third due to implementation of COVID safety protocols
with 79% being closed on time. By March 100% of head custodians completed in-service training for additional proper
cleaning and disinfecting methods.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF HVAC UNITS: Keeping classroom and common area environments comfortable
with well circulated air led Facilities and Maintenance to HVAC monitoring levels of 80% and above on units in BCS
schools and office locations. Over 1500 HVAC units are monitored and maintained for efficiency.
MORE EFFECTIVE & INCREASED COMMUNICATION TO TRANSPORTATION STAFF: Transportation leadership
made additional efforts to assist transportation staff with using their K12 email and in updating their contacts for the
NTouch system. In doing so, staff received more timely information relative to performing their job. This plan also
helped to reduce the number of staff members coming into the building to check their “paper” mailbox, thus reducing
Covid exposures. Additionally, a transportation newsletter was initiated as another source of information for staff.
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RES

PON

SE

4,029
work order responses in 2020 - 2021
by maintenance staff

92.5%
work orders closed Qtr 2 - 3

420

new seats created at Orchard View
Intermediate with addition of 12-classroom
facility improvement project

45%
reduction in
energy use through
district-wide energy
conservation program

RES

PON

ONSE

RESP

2,484,605

sq ft maintained by
108 maintenance staff 23,005 sq ft per custodian

SE

5,790
Dividers, barriers,
shields and water
bottle fillers installed
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ADAPTATIONS TO TRANSPORTING STUDENTS: The BCS
Transportation Department adapted to changing educational
models and school schedules to safely transport BCS students
to and from school throughout the year. This often involved oneon-one communication between drivers and aides to student
homes. Personal contact was also made as we moved to orange
and red status to determine the need for meals. Staff continue
to support each other as we experience staff shortages ensuring
that all routes are covered and students are safely transported
each day.
LEASE PAYOFF LEADS TO FINANCIAL SAVINGS: In May
2021, BCS retired the 2019 Bank of America Public Capital Lease
valued at $5,352,650. This Guaranteed Energy Savings Contract
Lease was for the geo-thermal system at Martinsburg High
School and was a 15-year lease with a contract interest rate of
3.5%. This will save the district $2,015,789 in interest.

NEW OPPORTUNITES FOR IN-SERVICE TRAINING:
Because staff could not meet in groups, the
Transportation department experienced a change in
the delivery of trainings to a virtual format. Virtual
training offered an opportunity for additional topics
and content not normally covered in the past to be
explored. As staff learned to navigate the SafeSchools
platform, a variety of trainings were available to them.

Pg 24

$1mill savings
realized by BCS over the next 10 years through
operational costs associated with purchase of new
warehouse facility

“

While the exact stats are innumerable and vary from service to service,
I can tell you firsthand that various teams (e.g., S.W.A.T./System Wide
Assistance Team, Parent Engagement Resource Center, Project Aware,
Martinsburg Initiative, the team of School Psychologists, schoolbased counselors, school-based social workers, and CIS workers) work
collaboratively on a regular basis to provide various levels and types of
supports.

This has included providing tangible resources (e.g., food, household items,
etc.), serving as liaisons to connect families to the most appropriate inhouse professional or service and/or outside agencies to address their
needs, and providing workshops/trainings that give the parents equal
access and opportunity to learn what they need to know to provide more
appropriately for their respective children’s needs. I can also tell you
that the efforts for these services and supports as well as so many others
are provided or made available from Early Childhood/Child Find ages to
transition needs for students as old as 21.

“

BCS continues to shine as an example of what a community can do
when our collective focus/goal is service, and ego is set aside. I say
the latter rather presumptuously, but I want to make sure people
understand that while there is lateral cooperation amongst colleagues,
there is also amazing support from our respective higher-ups that make
it possible for any of this to succeed.
-D. Crum, Psychologist, CSP, CCSOTS, CCTP
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CASH MANAGEMENT TO BENEFIT REMOTE LEARNING: Given the funding
opportunities listed, BCS was able to move quickly at the onset of the pandemic
to purchase over 6,900 devices for use in remote learning. In our normal
purchasing process, BCS would have to lease these devices over multiple fiscal
years. The grants allowed the district to purchase the devices with a vendor
discount and through the use of our purchasing card program, realize a total
savings of $175,043.

$175,043
in savings for remote
learning device
purchase through
p-card program
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MANAGEMENT OF STATE AND FEDERAL GRANTS: Additional
grants that will provide relief to the BCS general budget for
expenses related to the COVID-19 pandemic have been received
from state and federal sources. While these grants are one time
funding sources, several of these grants span multiple fiscal years. It
is expected that these new funds will focus on, but are not limited
to, staffing, personal protective equipment, and instructional
devices for effective remote learning, etc. The following is a
summary of grants received.

grants

CARES Act (ESSERF#1) is $3,943,215 and expires
September 30, 2022
CRRSA (ESSERF#2) is $15,181,513 and expires
September 30, 2023

ARP (ESSERF#3) is $38,221,845 and expires
September 30, 2024
Student Opportunities for Learning and Engagement is
$2,460,617 and expires September 30, 2023
WVDE COVID Competitive Grant is $285,988 and expires
September 30, 2022

=

WVDE Extra Curricular Equity Fund is $289,950 and expires
September 30, 2021

total $60,383,128

88%
grants

spent/
encumbered
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COVID-19 COMMUNICATIONS STRETCH ACROSS ALL
PLATFORMS TO REACH STUDENTS, FAMILIES & COMMUNITY:
Throughout the COVID -19 pandemic, the Communications Office
has been driven to maximize the tools and platforms available to
speak to and inform multiple stakeholder groups. Major one-time
and on-going projects included The Return to Learn Plan which
detailed the Brick and Click learning pathways and expectations,
status of instruction updates, COVID testing and positive contact
notifications, staff appreciation promotions, parent and staff
updates, vaccine and curbside feeding schedules and more.

847

internal and
external
newsletters

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CONTINUES WITH
VIRTUAL BCS101: BCS101, an ambassador program
introducing participants to foundations of our school
district, entered its fourth year when school opened
in September 2020. As the year started, schools and
offices were closed to visitors, so the program moved
to a virtual format using Zoom. Sessions were offered
for one hour. Participants were able to join from the
comfort of their home and engage with presenters
through both the online chat or through a Q&A at the
conclusion of the evening program. A second session
of BCS 101 was offered to the Business Education
Partners which matched perfectly with their meeting
time (8:30 am) and limitations on being in the schools
where their monthly meetings are typically held. In both
sessions, BCS teams provided various presentations
to a group that varied from 20-30 participants. When
asked for feedback about the program, one respondent
shared how putting faces to names was important to
them and a second respondent shared that learning
basic information from key departmental areas of the
district areas was valuable for them.

237
print news
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articles
mentioning
BCS

3,117
BCS app
downloads

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT CONTINUES THROUGH LEADERSHIP ACADEMY &
BCS(2)BUSINESS JOB NOTIFICATIONS: The Communications Office continued
to guide the Berkeley County Business Education Partnership Leadership Academy
now completing its 4th year. Eight business mentors worked with 32 students
to complete an 8-month leadership journey and philanthropy project. Through 4
years, 111 students have participated in the Leadership Academy with 28 various
non-profits benefiting from the philanthropy project. Additionally, working with
the Berkeley County Development Authority (BCDA), the Communications Office
matched employers offering entry level jobs with career-bound graduates and
sent them weekly texts and email alerts about entry level positions matched to the
student’s preferences. Four employers hosted zoom information sessions with 29
students and 12 businesses participating.

111
leadership academy
participants over last 4 years
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ON-GOING PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND TRAINING:
The Office of Special Education (OSE) continues to focus on
a professional learning plan which provides opportunities
for all school employees that work directly with students,
including administrators, special and general education
teachers, classroom aides, counselors and support staff. This
plan supports data-driven decision making when reviewing
and participating in special education processes for students.
Along with providing continuity of professional learning, a
priority for the OSE is the communication and relationships
with other BCS departments. The OSE is working to
strengthen the framework through collaborative training in
order to improve outcomes for students.
SPECIAL EDUCATION REVIEW AND MONITORING: As a
continuing effort to improve the services provided for BCS
special education students, the WVDE Office of District and
School Advancement returned to Berkeley County for the
2020 - 21 school year to review Berkeley County Schools’ six
middle school special education programs and processes.
Additionally, WVDE Office of Federal Programs conducted
the Special Education Monitoring at five schools including
Primary, Intermediate, Middle, and High School, schools. The
teams expressed the changes that resulted from the 2019 - 20
were positive in the depth of knowledge of special education
staff, communication within the OSE and throughout the
district, and the overall climate and consistency with special
education programs and processes.

TIERED DELIVERY OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR
NEW TEACHERS: By focusing on a few key initiatives that can
be delivered through a tiered model, professional development
will be more effective because it is sustainable by matching the
course content with the level of expertise of the teacher. The
tiered model approach for new teachers is designed to help
retain new teaching staff and also to ensure effectiveness at
providing the right support for more than 200 new teaching staff
employed each year.

111
employees enrolled/completed
Governor’s Cohort degree through
BRCTC partnership
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1,035

expressions of interest for
posted positions tracked
in new, online application
system

2021 SUMMER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF: Summer 2021 kicked-off with a
professional development series for teachers seeking growth
in their field. Sessions offered included block scheduling,
ELA adoption, classroom management, Math, and various
special education offerings are included as well. The first-ever
#BCSskillsU to help teachers enhance their skill base, this series
taught primarily by BCS staff used a best-practices model for
delivery.
COUNTY AND SCHOOL BASED MENTORING PROGRAMS:
All teachers new to the profession, teachers new to BCS,
teachers in residence, teachers making programmatic level
changes, and permanent substitutes are provided support
through the BCS Mentoring program. Additionally, school
counselors, principals and assistant principals new to their role
received mentor training. Exit surveys were used to gain insight
into the strengths and weaknesses of the program as well as the
future needs of the groups.

309
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staff supported through Academic
Instructional Mentor (AIM) program

#BCSskillsU
182 registered attendees
103 sessions offered
70 presenters

NEW ONLINE APPLICATION TRACKING SYSTEM
(ATS) LAUNCHED: The Human Resources department
updated and launched a new online applicant tracking
system (ATS) named Recruit and Hire. Recruit & Hire
remains part of the PeopleAdmin suite of products
that are currently used and can be integrated with
other programs within the employment process. This
user-friendly platform, that can be adapted to each
individual job, has tracked 1035 expressions of interest
for positions within Berkeley County Schools in just one
month. The Human Resources Department hosted three
training sessions for administrators on ATS’s functionality
and features during its launch and all school personnel
will be using this to review applicants and recommend
for hire.

ASSISTED STAFF WITH FAMILY FIRST CORONAVIRUS ACT (FFCRA): As students and staff returned to the classroom this
year, the Human Resources department quickly transitioned to learning and leading school staff in the Family First Corona
Response Act (FFCRA). The FFCRA provided employees with additional leave until December 31, 2020 due to testing positive
or being quarantined. The HR department worked closely with the “COVID team” and the Finance department to coordinate
COVID leave benefits for our employees under FFCRA and, as the Board of Education extended the benefit until June 30,
2021. More than 740 employees have benefited from the COVID leave options.
STRATEGIC EMPHASIS PLACED ON RECRUITING IN A COVID
ENVIRONMENT: As COVID impacted the daily operations of the district, Human
Resources needed to refocus recruiting strategies to be competitive in the
education job market. Resulting from the 2021 legislative session, a new
alternative certification program was approved for the 2021 - 22 school year.
While program details are still pending, communications with 13 current
substitutes began assisting them in the process of completing the PRAXIS
tests necessary for certification. This strategy moved these substitutes into our
“Grow Our Own Teacher” program. A competitive local labor market combined
with a national decrease in education labor supply, a second strategy was to
hire a Talent Management Coordinator (TMC). The TMC is working closely
with the Communications department to expand our online recruiting efforts, build
relationships with candidates, and create an online
brand for the BCS Human Resourses Careers Facebook page.
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58.25
hours of livestreaming
for BOE
meetings

KEEPING DEVICES OPERATIONAL, MAINTAINED
& SUPPORTED: With the district being 1:1, devices,
repairs, assistance requests and software installation,
support tickets were at an all-time high this year, as
would be expected. Technology staff, comprised
of 4.5 staff members, worked to close over 5500
support tickets, an increase of approximately 2500,
equating to greater uptime for students and staff
technology use.
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LIVE STREAMING OF BOARD OF EDUCATION MEETINGS: The
transparent and interactive process of live streaming bi-monthly board of
education meetings originated as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and
continued into the 2020 - 21 school year. Starting July 1, 2020 meetings were
streamed with no gathered participants.
As restrictions permitted, meetings were broadcast from the auditorium
of Spring Mills High School with board members present as well as limited
guests, who upon arrival, participated in safety screenings and followed
COVID protocols.
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SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
This section of the report represents the work of the Board of Education throughout the 2020 - 2021 school year and is aligned
with professional standards.

WORK OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
The 5-member Board of Education met in several
environments this past year to carry out the business
of the school district. All meetings were open to the
public either by Zoom or in person as Covid protocols
permitted. July opened the school year with board
meetings held virtually with no face-to-face gatherings.
In September, board of education meetings moved
to the auditorium of Spring Mills High School with
limited attendance following COVID protocols of health
screenings, social distancing, and face coverings. It is
important to note that at all meetings the public could
attend, could view via YouTube, and participate in
citizen’s forum. (*Data provided for 2020- 21 will not
include the June 22 Board of Education actions.)
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39*
board

meetings

*25 regular, 10 special and 4 LSICs

8

2019 - 20

9*

2020 - 21

actions to policies

64
*
45

2019 - 20

2020 - 21

citizen comments

3,796
2019 - 20

3,850*
2020 - 21

personnel actions

2

2019 - 20

4

2020 - 21

LSIC meetings

79

recognitions

12 community members
8 service personnel
9 volunteers
20 teachers
30 students
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ELEMENTS MOVING FORWARD

1

3

As we begin to prepare for the start of school in August, we are putting into place several key building blocks that will support us in our actions to help students become successful in all aspects of their lives.
The first building block is the initiation and implementation of the
new BCS Strategic Plan that is focused on our mission, vision, core
beliefs and that have been refined to respond to pandemic learning
(berkeleycountyschools.org/strategicplan.) Key elements to our
strategic plan include our mission, in providing multiple paths for
student success, our vision, creating limitless opportunities for all
students, and our core beliefs that frame our planning and decision
making. The three goals driving our plan fall into three areas of priority:

Goal 1 Academic Excellence
Goal 2 Health and Well Being
Goal 3 Operational Excellence

2

The second building block is how we will use our federal, state and
local financial resources as a result of stimulus funding. By adding
additional school counselors, social workers and school nurses, we are
placing emphasis on the emotional and social well being of students.
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The third building block focuses on student achievement. Future
academic progress and success shall include implementing a new
literacy instructional materials adoption featuring guided reading
and classroom libraries. This adoption supports the district wide
priority around a strong literacy frame of reading and writing for all
students to create a reading life. Coordinated with the rollout of these
instructional materials, professional learning will be offered to ensure
effective implementation. The other critical component of our plan is
using multiple measures of assessment to monitor student progress
and make instructional adjustments to ensure student academic
success.

In grades K - 5, academic coaches will play a role in providing
professional learning to support classroom teaching and learning.
They will play a pivotal role with the implementation of the literacy
framework by offering strategies for effective delivery of instruction
and analyzing student data with teachers and administrators. In all of
our planning, we must look at the individual needs to support student
progress and success. To ensure we are providing these services
equitably and responsibly, we must continue to be purposeful and
intentional with our delivery.
In grades K – 12, we are providing all schools with academic
interventionists along with an additional four teachers in the core
content areas at each high school to support teaching and learning.
The role of interventionists and teachers will be to address student
learning, to close achievement and opportunity gaps, and play a role
in providing a system of academic support. This aligns with the statewide initiative West Virginia Tier System of Support (WVTSS).

“

Respect, understanding and patience
are the ingredients for the health
and well-being of our students and
let them know they are connected
to our schools and we have high
expectations for them to succeed.
Finally, the overriding message in
reflecting on this past year, planning
for the upcoming year and the
future is how each one of us has
been empowered. Empowered to
make a difference in our life and
the lives of others. Realizing we can
control and guide our destiny sends
a strong message of hope to offer
students limitless opportunities for
their future. We as Berkeley County
Schools stand ready to continue
carrying that advocacy into the start
of the new school year.

“

Dr. Patrick K. Murphy
Superintendent
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